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Erin Sykes is a health & beauty expert, former CMO of AEDIT, 
founder of Mission 360, and television host who empowers 

people to nurture the body and mind to look their best. She finds 
the synergy in wellness + beauty + tech, then digs deep into 

benefits v. implications and breaks down new concepts into real 
talk and approachable applications.  

A beauty industry veteran, Erin has worked with Estee Lauder, Too 
Faced Cosmetics, Kiehl's, Clarins, and Cover Girl in addition to 
several indie brands to ensure engaging experiential launches, 
build relevant brand partnerships, oversee successful strategy 
pivots, and create new digital shopping integration that drives 

sales. As CMO of AEDIT, a beauty-tech startup in the med-
aesthetics space, Erin built a powerful doctor network of 

dermatologists, plastic surgeons, and cosmetic dentists while 
also educating consumers on unbiased benefits and risks of 

cosmetic surgery.  

About Erin Sykes
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Expertise
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Erin has discussed the growing Well Economy, Beauty Industry and Startup 
trends on panels, podcasts, and TV with JWThompson, FounderMade, QVC, 
StepUp Women's Network, Business Rockstars, and LEVO League and has 

been interviewed by TechCrunch, Inc., HypreBae, Mashable, WWD, The 
Huffington Post, Elite Daily, and Well+Good. 

Erin believes that daily movement, nutrition, focus, and proactivity are the 
keys to success and happiness. Her work is her nod to Rumi’s suggestion 

“let the beauty of what you love, be what you do.” 



Founded by Erin Sykes. Mission 360 is a highly curated, multidimensional 
community dedicated to empowering those seeking a stronger body, 
enriched spirit and expanded mind. A modern sanctuary founded to 

inspire self improvement, Mission 360 combines the best yoga, fusion 
fitness, wellness coaching, and intuitive healing into an online community 
that busy individuals can access anytime, anywhere. Stream a wide array 
of fitness, yoga, and meditation classes filmed in-studio, on-demand so 
you get an authentic workout experience. One-on-one video coaching 
sessions are also available á la carte, ranging from nutrition experts to 
Reiki healers and everything in between. Invest in yourself, own your 

mission, and empower your future with Mission 360.

Mission 360
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Audience
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73% 
WOMEN

27% 
MEN

18.9K Followers 
@SykesStyle and 
@MyMission360

64% Age 24-40

73% New York, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia

475 Average total 
likes/post

12 Average total 
comments/post

2K-3K Average total 
impressions/story

50,000 Average 
total weekly 
impressions



On Camera Expert

LADIES LOUNGE WINNING WOMEN
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Erin has been interviewed on Wellness and Beauty Industries by the following outlets



Partnerships
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Erin has partnered with the following brands for sponsored insta posts, giveaways, 
takeovers, events, and more.



L

Events
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Erin has hosted events for various brands with the following partners



Press
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See erinsykes.com for links to all articles

http://erinsykes.com


Contact

Email 
ERIN@ERINSYKES .COM

Social 
@SYKESSTYLE 

@MYMISSION360

Websites 
WWW.ERINSYKES.COM 

WWW.MISS ION-360.COM
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